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 Celebrities and famous performers are becoming commissioned to design their own lines of
sneakers. The most prized sneakers 're going for at least ten times their retail price on eBay.At
once the supreme manifesto, the lavish catalog, and the journalistic revelation of the sneaker-
collecting universe, Sneaker Freaker may be the perfect, must-have document of a thriving
subculture just now surfacing in the mainstream.often produced specifically for the thousands
upon thousands of collectors— The release of a new pair of Nikes or Adidas—can tripped all-night
vigils and mini-riots in cities across the globe.
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. I haven't read this book as I purchased it for my son as a birthday present. He's the sneaker
collector in the family members, he has been a huge enthusiast of sneakers since prior to the
days of "Air flow Jordan's"! He provides been collecting sneakers since he was in high school,
and I bought him this catalogue just about the time he graduated from college (2005) and he
explained that he loved it! This book is great as other reviews indicated My son is definitely a
sneaker mind. He must have over twenty pairs of sneakers that have never been worn and are
still within their original boxes. He'd sometimes purchase two pairs of the same sneaker with one
set to put on and the additional to save. A few of the sneakers he owns are worth up to ten times
their retail price, he even includes a lighted screen case with many pairs of his most prized
sneakers in it! In any case, he has thanked me several times through the years for giving him this
gift, therefore i bought him "Sneakers: The Complete Collectors Guide" which he liked a lot as well
but if I were to need to pick which of both he likes the best it would be "Sneaker Freaker" ! With a
look that's very much commensurate with sneaker culture and history and anecdotes which will
make even minimal interested develop a sneaker fetish, this is a must have book for anyone with
a love of sneakers, shoes or fashion generally. The book evaluations all sorts of sneakers, with a
brief history of each in addition to a description of the way the different models happened.. I
make an effort to educate him beyond just having the sneakers but getting the history and
strategically a look at beyond the stuff. Great book Five Stars Great great book pretty pictures
this is a great book for anybody who's into sneakers.. it's great that the writer talked about where
you can hunt for sneakers in various cities all over the world. now if only the book was larger in
proportions so the information on the sneakers can be appreciated even more.My son is
normally a sneaker freak! you don't have to be a "mind" to take pleasure from the pretty photos
and the interviews. This reserve is excellent as other testimonials indicated. Not sneakers but a
publication on sneakers! Boy was We surprised. I received this package deal, ripped it from the
package and was immediately disappointed. Not intended to walk in they are not actual
sneakers. I couldn't walk more than a few ins before I slipped. But if you are buying book then
boom you possess yourself a book. Sneakers presented the way they should be. Once you learn
someone who loves sneakers, or you yourself do, you can't fail buying this book!
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